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Arrival in Puerto
La Cruz
After a summer in Thailand, I finally
arrived in Caracas, Venezuela. I was still
a plane flight away from home. The local
flight left the next morning, so after 50
hours of travel, I spent the night in
Caracas at the Eurobuilding Hotel Suite.
It was comfortable for a few hours.

MY AIRPORT EXPERIENCE...
When arriving in Vene, most people fly
right to Barcelona. I had arranged flights
from Cambodia and didn’t quite follow
the logic. Now I know. Flying
international into Caracas is painless.
However, with my limited sleep and
dormant Spanish skills, transferring over
to a local flight with 3 bags was a bit
difficult. I took a hotel shuttle to the
airport and was greeted by a dozen
baggage handlers with pockets full of
Bolivars to exchange for dollars. I had to
pay extra baggage so I needed to
exchange dollars. (read about the
exchange rates on the following pages) I
got snagged by one of the handlers. It
was great because he cut in front of a
hundred people, went to the front of the
line, and bought my local airport tax.

THE NEW RESIDENT GEEK - Bob, the
former tech director, passed on his pocket
protector and taped glasses to me during
new staff introductions. I don’t use the
protector much.

All the new teachers with hard hats on, are ready for the grand tour.

New School, New Home
It may just be the honeymoon period,
but so far, this has been the best time
at an overseas school to date! Even
though the new section has been under
construction, power has gone out daily
at school, and no water at home has
been a regular occurrence, this place
ROCKS. Sure, we all have our “days”.
But just like one of the middle

MARGARITA ISLAND - The new teachers
took off for the beach, a half day ferry trip
away from home. No diving. Just a lot of
surfing, drinking, sunning, and eating. The
rule is: “work hard, play hard!”

schoolers wrote: “things will happen,
you just have to let them happen”. So
true. I laugh at that phrase all the time.
This is home and it feels like it. School
already feels comfortable. Maybe
because I spend so much time there.
Read on to hear about life in Vene.

TWO COMPUTER LABS- Imagine twenty
little kindergardeners sitting on the carpet.
It happens all the time! This is the
elementary lab - brand new. The High
School lab is half this size.

“ N EW BI ES”

ME LI S SA & A ND R E W

YOUR S T RU LY

Experiencing Vene as a Group
of Newbies
First of all, let me introduce the group.
There are eight of us, plus two kids, that call the
USA home. We met at all different times
because of job fairs or arrival dates in
Venezuela.
Melissa (HS Language Arts) and Andrew
(HS Math) are New Yorkers. Whenever someone
mentions how “dangerous” Vene is, they grin and
say “Compared to New York City?”. But they are
playing it cool down here. They are newly weds
just like Shannon and Brynn were back in 2001.
Melissa is part Italian and invites me for dinner
all the time. Andrew is my beer buddy.
Emily Cave (Grade 1) was the first person I
met of our group. At the time, I didn’t know it.
Emily is also a reading specialist (and now a
Wake Boarder) from Iowa. She’s a lot like me
because we are both Army brats. Emily has had
the hardest transition because, among other
things, her water pipes exploded and flooded five
apartment floors below her. She was waking up
early to shower at our Superintendent’s place,
and there were already five family members
taking showers there.
Nathan and Jordana are the younger
teachers in our group. Fresh out of teaching
college in New Jersey, you wouldn’t believe their
travel stories! I admire both of them because of
their vegan and veggie lifestyles. It’s not always

easy to travel and maintain your choice of menu.
Uta (my German mother and artist in Berlin)
would absolutely love to meet Jordana and
Nathan. Jordana is the art teacher and Nathan is
our music teacher. He’s also a sax player so we
naturally HAVE to hang out. I have already
requested a solo for one of the jazz band
concerts at school.
Shawn is the Facebook queen. She already
knew all of her students names before she
arrived in Venezuela and can recite the bio of
everyone working at CIPLC if you ask her to.
Shawn comes from all over the states and has
two college kids. That makes me feel old
because she is only a few years my senior. Wow.
Shawn has more energy than most of us put
together. Her entire year of planning for her
classes is finished. She has already started
learning how to kite surf and she should be done
with her OW PADI this weekend. On top of that,
she loves to plan trips down to the minute. Her
kids are coming to visit soon. Can’t wait.
Christine, Caitlyn, and Chance are the three
remaining. Christine was asked to come teach in
Venezuela to fill an emergency vacancy - 5th
grade. (yes, what I was originally going to teach
here- more on this later). Anyway, Christine and
the kids are a real treat. Caitlyn is in Emily’s first
grade class and I feel like an uncle Greg when
Chance gives me his huge, toothless smile!
Christine misses her husband, I hope she sticks
around!

N AT HA N & J O RD A N A

Margarita
Island
The hotspot for tourism in

E MILY CAV E

Venezuela. A long ferry
ride away.

Life at CIPLC
Ok, so what about the school? Let me lay it
down for you. This is a small school that is 10
years old. We have 200 students starting at 3yrs
old to grade 12. We offer Advanced Placement
courses, some virtual high school courses, and
send kids off to college in the US. This is the
smallest school I have worked at yet.
There is one class of each level of
elementary and pre-kinder. One class of less
than 20 students. The high school and middle
school classes average around 10 students. It’s
really THAT small. Sometimes I get to school
and wonder where all the students are.
The school building is set in an old
monastery. Nathan, who happens to be Jewish,
is actually teaching his music classes inside of
the former church hall. Very cool. I haven’t heard
the acoustics yet, but I bet the jazz band will
sound awesome!
A jazz band is just the start of all the extra
stuff going on at school. Think of something a
larger school offers and it probably happens at
CIPLC. (except a marching band)
It may sound easy to learn all of the kids
names in such a small school, but I have all of
the students. I go from teaching 3yr olds the
alphabet to a Design Technology course for high
school students. Supposedly, I will be teaching
robotics. Imagine that!

But no matter what I am doing at this
school, it’s not special. The other teachers are
working just as hard. Every activity that happens
at CIPLC has a teacher behind it. Most of the
time, when I leave at 5pm, there is a teacher or
two that is ready to stay even later. The work just
doesn’t stop. And the school, with the backing of
the Chevron oil company, puts a lot into the
education of its students. At least as far as I can

“NEWBIES”

see in the beginning.
We just had a grand opening of our newly
remodeled elementary/pre-school buildings. A
new computer lab, art hall, library, and three preschool rooms were added onto the elementary to
make a “horseshoe” elementary wing.
Work hard and play hard is the motto here.
The import teachers leave work and head home
to five star, four bedroom apartments that rival a
lot of florida condos that I have been in. (except
Mom and Dad’s of course!) Our weekends are
spent on the beach, traveling to other countries,
or surfing around Margarita Island.

S HAWN AL L E N

That’s the school life. Work, live work, play
hard, go back to work. It’s what I love. So far, this
school has been the best in my international
career. I hope it continues on!
The power might come on. My car might
run without forking over a lot more money. We
might have running water at home for two days
straight. Then again, probably not. Welcome to
Venezuela.

CH RI STI NE

CA ITLYN & CHANC E

The
Apartments
More like a resort hotel,
this is where most import
CIPLC teachers live.

OUR L OCA L J OINT
CA L L ED C ONG REJO S

Playing Hard in
Venezuela

CANADIAN HOSPITALITY

I really mean it. When I choose a
school, I don’t plan on living
somewhere that I can enjoy water
sports on the weekend. But it happens!
Chris (we call him Coach) owns a ski
boat with our Austrian representative
Jürgen. He parks his boat just across
from the canal from me. (did I mention I
live on an inlet canal with Yachts
docked everywhere?) Anyway, Coach
decided to treat the newbies to some
wake boarding on the weekends. He
took a few of us out for the past two
weekends to see what the islands and
local hotspots are on the Caribbean.
(did I mention we live RIGHT on the
Caribbean?).
For the first time in my adult life, I got
up behind a boat on a wakeboard.
Albeit it was only for a few seconds, but
I did get up. Once I was up, I couldn’t
stop laughing. How do these things
work? My feet were implanted into a
piece of fiberglass SIDEWAYS and I
couldn’t get the angle right. No kidding. I
was lost. In fact, the only way I could
start (most wake boarders start sideways
and pop up over the rushing water) was
to start with the board angled almost

Coach Chris is the man! He took
all of us out on different weekends
to go wake boarding and cruising
around in his ski-boat. Thanks
Chris! Bring your kids over any
time to use my pool!

I even went for a spin on the
wake board. It is so different from
Skis! But I did get out of the
water, just couldn’t stay up.
Emily is a natural at this sport.
She got up after just a few tries.

directly forward like a ski. It must have
taken me six tries the first time and I
failed. I took a break and tried to drive as
professional as possible for Coach and
then watched Emily successfully get up
after two tries. My second set of
attempts I succeeded for a few moments
of glee. The idea of water sports within
minutes is a marker that I am in the right
place.

On top of everything, there is diving
here! Matt Judd and I went on a night
dive just days ago. Yes, it was short, but
what a treat. My favorite
pastime is only
minutes away
before the sun
goes down!
More to come!

B’S! GETTING THEM
lot of thieves watching the banks and
ATMS. So if I were to need B’s
(remember, this is only hypothetical) then I
would arrange for a bank transfer in the
States. A lot of Venezuelans, might
hypothetically, have bank accounts of
dollars in the States. That way, I could
transfer money to them in dollars and
make a deal for an exchange rate that
We all get screwed on B’s. The
they could give me in local B’s. Of course,
Venezuelan Bolivar is officially traded at
since this is highly illegal, I have always,
two to the dollar. Unofficially, as in “Black
always, always exchanged for the 2 to 1.
Market Trade”, the rate fluctuates
between 6 and 7 to the dollar. I would
Some ways, such as credit cards are
never trade B’s on the black market, but controlled by the government run banks
if I did.... I would have to do it in cash.
and the exchange rate is always 2:1. If
But cash is dangerous here. There are a you buy anything with an American Dollar

credit card, the exchange is
2:1 while someone paying with Black
Market cash is going to get around a 6:1
exchange rate and pay up to three times
less for that same ticket. I would never do
such a thing. That would be illegal.
I have heard that lots of Venezuelans, in
other parts of Vene, keep personal checks
from USA banks. That way, if person X
buys B’s from person Y, they can work out
an exchange rate for B’s to dollars, and
person X writes a personal check to
person Y to cash when they travel to the
states.
Now isn’t THAT confusing!

An Apartment that I call HOME!
Just this weekend (september 5th and 6th) I truly felt at home. This is the pool right
outside of my apartment. I can walk out my door and jump in a friend’s boat or
jump into the pool. I spent two days floating with friends in this pool. Wow!
My Living Room

One of Three (yes 3!) baths

Now a Movie Viewing Room

Split level Pad!

Right on the Canal!

You cannot see the pictures on
the walls, but they happen to
be underwater fish scenes. Of
all the luck! This apartment
is about ten minutes from the
main teacher apartments. It
is great because I have
privacy when I want it and
access to my new friends
when we want to hang out.

There are three bedrooms and
three bathrooms in my split
level pad! I have NEVER had
so much
space.
My pad
is one of
the
smaller
ones.
Can you
believe
that?
The only problems are power
and water. They go out
frequently. That is why
candles and lots of bottled
water are imperative! It’s just
a part of life here. Who would
have thought water and
power would be SO BAD!

This is my master bedroom
the first day I walked in. It
overlooks the pool, has its
own bathroom, and has more
closet space than the entire
country of Cambodia.

What you don’t see in this
picture is the washer and
dryer right below the
stairwell. There is a little
secret door that hides them. I
can toss clothes down from
the second floor. And then my
maid, Ysmena, can do the
laundry twice a week.

These canals surround my
apartment. There is a slip with
two cleats just below this
window (as seen from my
kitchen sink). A few of us are
planning on purchasing a
dinghy to keep here. It takes 5
minutes to get to the main
mall by boat but 15-30
minutes by car, depending on
traffic patterns.

The apartment is paid for as
part of my contract so I don’t
have to pay monthly rent. My
favorite restaurant (where I
can share sangria and sushi) is
just a parking space away. My
maid just started last week so
the apartment will remain
clean for a bachelor pad! Mi
casa es su casa! Come visit.

What did I do? I changed it
into a game/movie room
instead. The wall on the left is
my projection screen. The
master bed fit snugly into the
other second floor bedroom.
That leaves a lot of open space
for some bean bag chairs.
It serves as an extra room for
sleepovers, in case friends get
stranded or they have no
power at their own place. Too
bad I only have a few
blankets. My place stays cold.

Ysmena just started last week.
For 70b’s a day, she will do
my ironing, wash my clothes,
and clean the apartment.
Some maids go grocery
shopping, cook, and do other
things for you. As for me, it’s
just the ironing that matters a
lot to me. I tend to keep a
pretty clean pad and like to
eat out a lot.

This canal leads right out to
the islands that surround
PLC. I live basically at one
end of the “horseshoe” shape
of the canal. I still cannot
believe it. A 60ft sailboat is in
a slip just across the canal
from me. Life is good I guess.
Nice diggs for a single guy!

There is nothing like sharing a Sangria and some Sushi at the Meditarano Restaurant located near the far end of my apartment parking lot. You can sit and enjoy your Sangria
and company while watching the boats leave the canal heading out to cruise the islands. Did i mention the weather is always around a tropical 80-90 degrees Farenheit?

My Galloper, the Money Pit
Top 10 Daily Headaches
There are so many small things to
remember. [1]- I have to take off my right
No Power at School
shoe and drive barefoot because the
pedals are too close to each other. (the
Afternoon Rains
gas overrides the brake and wearing a
shoe increases the risk of hitting both
Beautiful Sunrises
pedals at the same time) [2] WIndows
cannot be opened at the same time. I
No Running Water
have to rev the engine and power down
one electric window at a time. - same for
No Power at School
putting them up. [3] The driver’s door
locks and unlocks all of the doors except
Heat!
the passenger door behind the driver.
That one has to be locked manually. [4] It
No Power at School
takes five or six tries to successfully
close the driver door. [5] The Galloper is
My Toilet overflows
capable of an impressive 0-60km/hr in
just over 10 minutes. Drag racing is out
No Power at School
of the question unless I take on a 1970’s
oil tanker. [6] The only truly working
My Car Breaks Down
piece of my truck is the new car
stereo that plays USB. Totally
FROM THE EDITOR
awesome. The total cost to my
There is no editor, bu
t the signature
truck, after the original 10k
at the bottom and thi
s box certainly
purchase - 4,ooo B’s.
make the newsletter
look official.
There is one bright side to all of this
I have tried having fri
ends edit my
truck business. If I can at least get
past newsletters, bu
t that hasn’t
to school, a phone call to my
worked out. Pardon
any mistakes,
mechanic will get him here by 8am
whether grammatical
and chances are, he will have the
or spelling.
problem fixed by 4pm the same
day. Our secretary, Lis, is the
queen of getting things done for
teachers in Venezuela. She calls
the mechanic and demands the
problem fixed by 4pm at a decent
price. Thank you Lis. You have
helped all of us in this way!

10.
9.
8.
7.

1999 Galloper For Sale - $10k
•••

How can a 1999 truck increase in value
over time? Well, if the government
decides to double tax any incoming
vehicles and makes none of its own
cars, then there is an unbelievable
demand for a 1999 Galloper in
questionable condition. Once a vehicle is
in the country, it will be repaired and
repaired for the next 50 years. There is
no offset for car demands as the
population increases.

TALK ABOUT REPAIRS! MY TRUCK
ALREADY HAS ‘EM.
I have been here for five weeks now. I
have already had to replace all of the
brakes, the fuel pump, a flat tire, the fuel
injector, spark plugs, the parking brake,
and the air conditioning is next. It
overheated the other night on the way to
a national soccer game against Peru!
After all of these things going wrong, I
just expect to surrender more of my
paycheck to ensure my truck runs. That
is the way things are here. And it has
turned out to be a rather amusing event
every time I get in or out of my truck.

6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

COMING UP...NEXT ISSUES

GETTING IN TOUCH

1.

My Skype name - g_o_y_o
Website - http://itre.us/stsomewherelse
Cell Phone: 011-58-414-981-4238
Home Phone: 011-58-281-281-082

Hopefully one of the traveling
Edventures teachers wil write a piece
about their Angel Falls trip.

2.

More truck problems are due.

3.

Soccer games and passing time in
Barcelona - what do we do here for
fun?

MY OFFICIAL SHIPPING ADDRESS
CIPLC
MUN 6111
11010 NW 30th Street, Suite 104
Miami, FL 33172-5032

THE TIME DIFFERENCE?
VENEZUELA IS 1/2 HOUR TIME DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN EASTERN AND CENTRAL TIME
ZONES.
DON’T ASK ME HOW OR WHY? VENEZUELA
JUST LIKES TO BE DIFFERENT.

